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Abstract Routinely collected clinical data can be reused in a number of research
tasks, including cohort identification and pre-population of electronic case report
forms. TRANSFoRm adopts a model-based, mediation approach to address the
data integration challenges of such reuse and bridge the semantic gap between
clinical and research domains.
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Introduction
The TRANSFoRm project aims to improve patient safety in Europe and increase the
volume of clinical research. A dual-layer modelling approach separates the more stable
domain information from the technical implementations of heterogeneous systems
[1]. We describe the integration challenges in reusing primary care data for prepopulating electronic case report forms (eCRFs) from electronic health records (eHRs).

1. Methods
The dual-level modelling organises health information into information models that
allow deployment in different technical formats. On Level 1, the Clinical Research
Information Model (CRIM) depicts the workflow and data requirements for the clinical
research task, while the Clinical Data Integration Model (CDIM) ontology presents a
coherent and unified representation of the primary care domain. Level 2 uses
archetypes, defined in openEHR Archetype Definition Language (ADL), for the
individual specifications to represent the data elements. Those can be newly entered or
extracted from eHR systems [1]. CDIM references allow usage of the TRANSFoRm
unified interoperability framework [2]. As part of this framework, Data Source Models
(DSM) are developed to define the data schema of each data source, and DSM
mappings define how the CDIM ontology concepts map to the data source schema. The
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DSM and its maps are used to translate the archetypes into a query executable at the
data source, e.g. to retrieve eCRF elements available from the eHR. Archetypes are
embedded into CDISC Operational Data Model (ODM), a standard for clinical research
data collection, to ensure reusability of the approach.

2. Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows an example of the transformation process that allows eHR data to be
reused in a clinical study. While the DSM definition and maps need to be developed
only once per data source, the correct semantic meaning needs to be precisely modelled
in close collaboration with the data source team. Supplementary study information can
be entered during research visits, without being added to the eHR.

Figure 1. Example of pre-population of comorbidities for a gastro-oesophageal reflux disease (GORD) study.

3. Conclusions
We have presented a dual-level modelling approach to enable semantic interoperability
between clinical research tasks and primary care data sources, that is flexible enough to
handle new archetypes and data sources, while keeping the information model stable.
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